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Mix one part corn starch with one 

part colored water in a paper cup 

(use washable paint to color the             

water).  Place the cups in the freezer 

for a few hours. Once frozen, 

push the chalk out of the              

paper cups and use it to draw 

on the sidewalk.  

Encourage your child to write 

their name or draw a picture and then 

tell you about it.  

Ziplock Fun!  

Put ice cubes into two bags. Have 

two bowls – one with warm water 

and one with cold water. Ask your 

child to predict which bag of ice 

will melt faster. Then, put the 

bags into the water and observe 

the results.  



Liquids, Gases, 

& Solids Early Literacy is defined as everything children know about 

reading and writing before they actually begin to read.  There 

are six early literacy skills that children must develop before 

school in order to increase their success in learning to read and 

write.  They are: 

Letter knowledge – understanding that each letter has a 

unique name and sound. 

Phonological awareness – the ability to hear the smaller 

sounds that make up words. 

Print awareness – experience with different forms of print, 

following words on a page, and handling books. 

Print motivation – interest in and enjoyment from books. 

Vocabulary development – knowing names for things. 

Narrative skills – being able to describe things and tell and 

retell stories. 

As a parent, you are your child’s first teacher, but don’t let the 

label and the terminology scare you; it’s fun!  You’re probably 

already covering most of the skills by reading with your child, 

reciting rhymes, and talking with him/her.  To help you               

further foster language development, we’ve put together this 

booklet of simple, hands-on, science-themed activities for you 

and your child to do together.    

Have fun! 

What is Early Literacy? 

The Three States of Matter 

Observe a cup of water.  Have your child              

describe what it looks like, how it feels, etc.  Pour 

the water into an ice cube tray and freeze.  Once 

frozen, observe and discuss again.  What 

changed?  Explain that ice is water in its solid 

form.  Finally, heat ice in a pot and observe.  

What’s happening?  Can you see the steam?  Talk 

with your child about how steam is water as a 

gas.  Put a lid on the pan.  Show your child the 

condensation and talk about how the steam rises 

and condenses on the lid, turning back into a  

liquid! 

Extend the activity by               

discussing other examples 

of solids, liquids and gases 

with the children as the 

opportunity arises. 



COLORS 

Fun with M&Ms! 

Fill a small clear container 

with a half inch of water. Place 

a red, yellow, and blue M&M 

in the water (not touching, but 

near each other). Watch what                

happens to the candy! Give 

your child a sheet of paper with a 

circle on it to chart their observa-

tions, and ask them to color what 

they see. 

Mixing Colors 

Use food coloring to color 

water blue, yellow, and red. 

Place the three colors in a 

styrofoam egg carton and 

let your child use an eye 

dropper to mix new colors. 

What’s the heaviest? 

With or without your child, collect various 

household objects and place 

them into plastic eggs.                    

Tape shut, if necessary.                  

Invite your child to hold each 

egg.  Discuss what they notice.  

Which eggs are heavier? What 

do they think is inside the egg?                 

Ask your child to place the eggs 

in weight order from lightest to heaviest. 

Weigh each egg, then open them to see what 

was inside! 

Fun with Density 

Take an empty soda bottle and fill it 

halfway with water. Add a few drops 

of food coloring, and then add a 1/2 

cup vegetable oil. Shake it up and 

watch what happens! Talk about how 

liquids float or sink when one weighs 

less than the other. The lighter liquid 

floats, while the heavier one remains 

at the bottom. 



WEIGHT 

Sink or float? 

Gather a variety of objects – silverware, filled 

water bottle, penny, Lego, bottle cap, etc. Fill a 

large bowl 2/3 with water and ask your child to 

see if the items sink to the bottom or float on 

the top of the water.  Talk about why some 

items sink while others float. 

Fun with Plants! 

Cut off the end of a              

celery stalk or a white 

carnation. Put the cut end 

in a glass with a half cup 

of water and a few drops 

of food coloring, and 

then watch what happens 

throughout the day! 

Milky Color Explosions 

Fill a pie tin with enough milk 

to cover the bottom. Let your 

child use an eye                

dropper to put several 

drops of watercolor into 

the milk. Dip a toothpick 

into dish soap and ask      

your child to touch the 

colored milk with the                   

toothpick and then discuss 

what happens. 



THE FIVE SENSES 
Touch  

Set up sensory bags or boxes 

and then invite your child to 

reach in and describe what he 

or she feels. Include items such 

as rocks, shells, sand paper, and 

cotton balls.  Ask, “What do you 

feel? Is it soft? Sticky? Wet?”  

You can make cards with descriptive words 

on them so that the children can match the 

item in the box with the word on the card. 

This ties literacy to the activity!                                                                                                                                                                      

Sight                                                                                          

Invite your child to sort items into similar groups. 

For example, things that are all red and things 

that are all blue, things that are large and things 

that are small.  Talk about the shapes and see if 

your child can identify them also.  

Smell                                                                

Set up a “smell test” to see if your child 

can guess the smell!  Start by placing 

different things with a distinct smell in 

paper cups.  Use items such as lemon 

juice, cinnamon, baby powder, vanilla, 

coffee grounds, etc. Cover your child’s 

eyes with a scarf and then hold the 

cups up to the child’s nose. Ask, “Do 

you like that smell? Can you guess 

what it is?” 
Taste (& Texture)                                      

Set up a simple taste-testing activity 

for your child. Does apple juice taste 

sweet? What else is sweet? Honey,  

various fruits, yogurt, ice cream? 

What is smooth?  What is chunky?               

Is yogurt smooth?  Is peanut butter?  

Fruit preserves? Rice Krispies?  

Hearing 

Using spoons, chopsticks, dowels, rhythm 

sticks or other blunt ended sticks, 

demonstrate a pattern of taps and 

ask your child to describe the                 

pattern - fast taps, slow taps, etc.              

Repeat several times and have your 

child attempt to repeat the                             

sequence.  Talk about sound                   

patterns that are heard every day such as a 

clock ticking, birdcalls, car horns, etc.  




